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Contractive intertwining dilations occur in several branches of analysis. 
Thus, several classical extrapolation problems are particular cases of a 
representation theorem for the commutant of certain contractions [9], 
which is a particular case of the theorem of existence and the indexing of 
contractive intertwining dilations [ 10,4, 111. The existence of a Schur type 
description of an arbitrary contraction was established in [3, Proposi- 
tion 4.11 using choice sequences. 
In this paper we extend the results from [3] to the case of the sequences 
F = { T,,};= 1 of noncommuting operators on a Hilbert space X such that 
the matrix CT,, T,, . ..I is a contraction. 
More precisely, we establish a one-to-one correspondence between the 
contractive intertwining dilations of F and generalized choice sequences 
(f”},“_ i of contractions; that is, rl acts between two suitable spaces while, 
for n 2 2, 
(for terminology see Sect. 1). 
Next, we show that there exists also a labelling of contractive inter- 
twining dilations of F by contractive multi-analytic operators [8, 73. 
Thus we give a Schur type description for multi-analytic operators. 
As a consequence, the uniqueness of contractive intertwining dilations is 
characterized in terms of regular factoriaations [ 111. 
In a subsequent paper we shall extend the results from [ 1,2], in order 
to obtain an explicit Schur type labelling of all contractive intertwining 
dilations of F and for giving an algorithm for computing the generalized 
choice sequence of any contractive intertwining dilation. 
* Current address: Department of Mathematics, Texas A&M University, College Station, 
TX 77843-3368. 
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1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we will recall from [ 11, 5-71 the basic definitions and 
results concerning dilation theory for a sequence F = {T,, T2, . ..} of 
noncommuting operators on a Hilbert space X, such that the matrix 
[T, , T2, . ..I is a contraction. 
Let n be the set { 1,2, . . . . k} (k E N) or N = ( 1, 2, 3, . ..} and for every 
n E N let F(‘(n, A) be the set of all functions from the set { 1, 2, . . . . n} to the 
set A. Denote the set u,“=, F(n, A) by 9, where F(0, /i) := (0). 
A subspace 9’ of % will be called a wandering subspace for a sequence 
v= { vi}AeA of isometries on X if for any distinct functions f, g E F we 
have VfYplV,9, where V, (f~F(n, A)) stands for the product 
vf(l)vf(2)... vm and V,=Z, (the identity on 2). 
We say that 9’” is a A-orthogonal shift on Y&’ if there exists a subspace 
9 c 2 which is wandering for V and 2 = Of,9 Vf2’. The dimension 
of dip is called the multiplicity of the korthogonal shift. A n-orthogonal 
shift is determined up to unitary equivalence by its multiplicity. 
In other words, a sequence Y = {S,} j.E,, is a n-orthogonal shift on 
2 if and only if S, (A l /i) are unilateral shifts on &? and the operator 
matrix [S,, Sz, . ..I is nonunitary. The wandering subspace of Sp is 
9 = 2 0 (@AEn SAX). 
In [6] is given a model A-orthogonal shift on the Hilbert space 
with the wandering subspace 2.’ 
Let Y= {Sj,jltn be the /i-orthogonal shift acting on Z2(F, 2”) or 
Z2(9,X’) (2 is a Hilbert space). A bounded operator M from Z2(F, &?) 
to Z2(F-, 2’) which commutes with each Sj, (A E A) will be called a multi- 
analytic operator (see [S]). 
We recall from [ 11, $61 that for any sequence F = { T,},,, of 
noncommuting operators on a Hilbert space 2 such that [T, , T,, . ..] is a 
contraction, there exists a minimal isometric dilation Y = { VA},,, on a 
Hilbert space X z~ X which is uniquely determined up to an isomorphism; 
i.e., the following conditions hold 
(a) [V,, V,, . ..I is an isometry; 
(b) V,*(S)cX; VtlH= Td, for each ;i~,4; 
(cl 2” = v/,;s Vf% 
(see [6, Thm. 2.11). 
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If we consider Y = V;,, ,,( V, - T,),X we have the orthogonal decom- 
position 
where .J& = 9, 55” := L?‘(Y) = 0, E fi-,k,n) I’, 9 for k b 1. (For the 
geometry of the minimal isometric dilation of Y, see [6].) 
Define 
and for every n 2 1, 
&ff = 2fT (1.1 Jo 
yi”,=~+~~+dp1+ .” +gH-l. (1.1), 
We will use the following notation: 
P=P,=P$ (the orthogonal projection of X onto X)), (1.2), 
P, = Pg (n 2 1 L (1.2)” 
and 
K = IT,,,,, Tz,n, . ..>. TA,~ = Pn Vj. I Ju, (rlbO,AEA). (1.3), 
Obviously Y0 = Y and V is also the minimal isometric dilation of YH 
(n 2 0). 
It follows that 
and 
Vi. = so- lim T,,, P, (nEA) (1.5) n-03 
(“so” means strong (operatorial) limit). 
Now let Y = {T,},,, (resp. Y-’ = { TA ’ } 1 E ,, ) be a sequence of operators 
on X (resp. S’) such that the matrix [T,, T2, . ..] (resp. [T;, T;, . ..I) is 
a contraction, and let Y = { VA},,, (resp. V’ = { V;}iEA) be its minimal 
isometric dilation on X (resp. X’). The notations Y, JZ;, XL, P’, PL, F; 
are now clear. 
Denote 
>(F’, F) = (A E g(X’, H’): T,[A = AT, for every i E ,4} (1.6) 
and consider a fixed contraction A E j(Y’, F). 
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A contractive intertwining dilation of A is a contraction A, E $(Y’, V), 
such that P’A, = AP. The set of all contractive intertwining dilations of A 
will be denoted by CID(A); this is the main object of our study. 
For n 20, an n-partial contractive intertwining dilation of A is a 
contraction A, E j(Yi, YE-,), such that P’A, = API X, (we say that 
A, E n - PCZD(A)). 
A sequence of contractions {A,},“=, is a chain of PCZD’s of A if for 
every n>O, A,En-PCZD(A) and P~A.+,=A.P,),~+,. 
With this notation one can easily prove (as in the particular case where 
Y = {T}, 5’ = {T’}) the following 
PROPOSITION 1.1. The applications: 
Am + {P:,A, I&o and {A,,J;zO+A,=~-;it A,P, (1.7) 
are reciprocal bijections between CID(A) and the set of all chains of PCZD 
ofA. 
We also remark that A, E I- PCZD( A,, _ 1) for every n > 1. 
The next section extends the ideas in [3] to our setting. 
2. LABELLINGS OF CID BY CASCADE SEQUENCES 
Let 2 and X’ be Hilbert spaces and let $!I(%“, 2’) be the set of all 
(bounded linear) operators from ~8 to Z. For a contraction 
CEB(%, 2’) (i.e., llCll 61) Dc=(Z-C*C)“’ and &=D,X will be 
called the defect operator, resp. space, of C. 
Let F, -I’, V’, Y-‘, and A be as in Section 1, and let us define 
We will also use the projections 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
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and the operator 
where 0 it:,, h; E 0 j. E n 2. 
LEMMA 2.1, (a) ca is unitar~~; 
(b) ((z-P,)9A) =gA; 
(c) ((I-P”)({o}@Y))- =BA; 
(d) the operator WA: &SC2 +.BA defined by W, Dcxl’= (I- PA) 
((0) + I’) (I’ E A?‘), where C, = qAaA, is unitary. 
Proof (a) is obvious from the fact that: 
2 
= j.FA llD,h,l12 + IV',,;. Ti ,... 1 
(b) Let rESA, r=r,+r, with r,EgA, Y~E 2, and suppose that 
(r, (I- P,)d) =0 for every dE$BA. It follows that rl =0 and because 
r23 I.2 D,Tj.h,+ 1 (V,-TJh, ~0, 2. e A > 
for every @ien h%E @ien X, we infer that (rZ,Ci.tn(Vi-T;)hl)=O. 
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This implies that rz = 0, so r = 0. 
(c) The proof is analogous to (b). 
(d) It is easy to see that 
ll&$‘ll = ll(~-PA)(oOull (1’ E .Y) 
and since (b) holds it follows that W, is unitary. 
Now we extend the ideas from [3] to our setting for studying the 
structure of all I-PCZDs of A. 
LEMMA 2.2. There exists a one-to-one correspondence between the 
I-PCID A, of A and all contractions 
B(A,):~A+y~~‘;B(A,)l,= A, c (2.5) 
given by the formula 
B(A,)(D,P+Z-P)I,=(Z-P’)A,. (2.6) 
Moreover, the operator 
U(A,):%,A,,+~A,; WA,)Dm, (D/,P+I-P)IH,=D,,, (2.7) 
is unitary. 
Proof. Since for any hex, 1~9, II(Z-P’)A,(h+1)1/ d IID,h+lll, we 
infer that formula (2.6) defines a contraction 
B(A,): 9A + 9 -+ dip’= (I- P/)X1. 
On the other hand for every ej, E ,, hj, E @j. E ,, YE’ we have 
‘(AI) 1 DATlh,+ 1 (vj.-Tj.)h;. 
( 2. E A i E A ) 
=‘(A,)(DAP+‘-f’) (jTA T,,,h,) 
=(I-P’) 1 T;,,P’A,h 
( A E A 
;)=(Ip.)(jzA Ti,,Ahi) 
=j,:A (v,i-Ti)Ah,t=CA j.TAD~Tih~+ 1 (~A-TL)~L 3 
i. t A > 
i.e., B( A 1 ) I FA = C, . 
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The operator A 1 is uniquely determined by B( A, ) since 
A,=API,,+B(A,)(D,P+Z-P)I,,. (2.8 1 
Now let B(A,) be any contraction with properties (2.5) and let 
A, E B(;riq ) be defined by (2.8). 
Then P’A, = APJ fl, and, for any BLE,, h;,“E Oj,En &, we have 
c Ti I A I h i” 
i. E A 
= ,FA T;APh:” + c (I/’ - T’) APh;:’ 
2 t A 
= j.TA AT, Phi” + C, c D, T,Ph:.” + c (V, - T,) Ph:” 
2. 8 A ItA > 
= 1 APT,,, hy’ + C, 1 D,PT,,,hi”+ c (I-P) T,,,h:” 
i. E A itA i. c A > 
= 1 A,T,,,h;.“, 
iEA 
which shows that 
CT;,l, G.1, . ..I =AICT,,,> Tz.1, -1, 
i.e., A, E >(F’, , 6). 
From (2.8) we infer llh,ll*- l(A,h,ll*= IJD.(,,,(D,P+Z-P)hll12, for 
every h,E&. 
Therefore A r is a contraction and U(A,) is unitary. The proof is 
complete. 
Remark 2.3. The extension of the Sz-Nagy-Foias lifting theorem 
[ 10,4, 51 to our setting follows from the preceding lemmas by the 
following recurrent construction. 
Define A, as the l-PCZD of A such that B(A,) = C, P,. Repeat the same 
procedure (for every n 2 1) with A,,, Zn, 9; instead of A,_ 1, Ynp,, zip, 
and obtain a chain {A,},“= o of PCZDs of A. By Proposition 1.1, 
A,=s-lim,,, A,P, is a CID of A. 
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COROLLARY 2.4. There exists a one-to-one correspondence between all 
the chains {A,}z=O of PCZDs of A and the sequences {B(A,)},“= 1 of .L?:- 1- 
valued contractions. 
We need the following 
DEFINITION 2.5. A sequence {C,} ,“= 1 of operators 
is called an A-cascade sequence if for every n 2 1, C, is a contraction, 
where 
%==A, 9” = %” (n21) (2.10) 
+ C (v,-T,)h, 
> 
+ C V.1~’ 
> > 
... 
J.EA LEA 
+ 1 vi.zy3 + 1 vj.zI:“-2’ 
As‘4 isn 
= 1 I/~C,-I(DC,~2(...(DC,(DAhl+f:0))+Z:I))+ . ..)+I..“-“) 
2. E A 
(2.11)” 
In the sequel we fix { Cn}zz I as an A-cascade sequence. Let us consider 
the sequence { Yn}zz, of operators 
defined by 
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and for n 2 2, 
LEMMA 2.6. { Y,,},:= , is u sequence of isometric, operators, uniquelv 
determined by { C,, } ,T= , 
Prooj Taking into account (2.11), we have 
= C (Vj,-T,)h,+ C D,Tj.h, ’ 
II 2.5/l I t A Ii 
2 
C DATAA;.+ 1 (J’,-T,)hj. 
1EA A s A 
2 
1 DAT,hi+ 1 (Vj-T;.)hj. 2 
i. E A j. E A 
and thus (2.13), defines an isometric operator. 
We prove (2.13), by recurrence. For this, we assume that (2.13),.. 1 
defines the isometric operator Y, _, (n > 2). 
Since (2.11), can be written in the form 
= C V;C,p ,(d, + ljn-‘I), 
isA 
(2.14), 
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we have 
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Therefore (2.13), defines an isometric operator. The proof is complete. 
Let A, be an l-PCZD of A and let (C,} be the A-cascade sequence such 
that C, = B(A,) (see Lemma 2.2). Now we attach to {C,> the sequence 
{,Un};= 1 of unitary operators 
U,:~~+~~~~~=range(U,) (2.15)” 
in the following recurrent manner: 
Ws,,=W,) W6h 
UnL9,,= un-A, (n>2) (2.16), 
W,=Z, (n2 1). (2.17)~ 
The sequence {C;}T= r defined by 
CL= Cn+l u,* E w%?, =a (n3 1) 
will be called the reduced sequence of {C,} ,“=, . 
LEMMA 2.7. The reduced sequence is an Al-cascade sequence. 
Proof. The operators C:,:~~~,+~“~,(~~)-,~~~,(~~) (n>l), 
where 5B&=gA,, 9:-l = u,%l (Ha 1x Z-l(%)= OfsF(n-l,n) Vf6c;2 
are contractions. Also, it is easy to see that 
&$J, = u, DC”+, (nB1) (2.18L 
9;c9;+.91 (2.19) 
9;=9< (n2 1). (2.20), 
4091167/2-7 
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Taking into account the relations (2.17),,, (2.18),,, (2.16), (~3 l), and 
(2.7) we infer 
c;(D,: J.. (D,.;(D,,(h + I’()‘) + I”‘) + “. + I’“‘))) 
= C,+,(Dc,(..‘(D,,(D,,(D,h+l’“‘)+I”’)+ ‘.. +I’“‘))) (2.2 1 I,, 
for any hEX, I ‘k)E& (k=O, 1, . ..) n), n3 I. 
Now from (2.21),, (2.11),, (2.6) we have 
C; 
( 
1 DA, Tj.J(h + I”’ n I+ c (K-L)(ha+P) 
j. t A i 6 A > 
= c; 
( 
;?A DA,(Tj,hA + ( vA - T2.)hi) + C ‘A’,i”’ 
1EA > 
= c ww?4h~+z:“))= c qp;-P’)A,(h,+ljO’) 
i. l A ncsn 
for 
acn i. t A ItA i t A 
Thus C’i satisfies (2.11), (with & and C, replaced by FA, and C,,). Also 
we infer 
+ C (Vj.-Tj,,l)(h,+z:O’) + 1 ‘A’:” 
a E A > ace/l > 
= C ‘~C~(D,,(hj. + I:‘)) + 1:“) 
IsA 
forevery @ hlE @ 3t?, @ Ijk’E @ Zk(k=O, 1). 
1. E A 1. E A i. E A 1. E A 
Thus C;, C; satisfy (2.1 l), (with A, .Y, 8’ replaced by A,, d%i, YP;, 
respectively). 
In a similar way, one verifies that the sequence {CL},“= i satisfies rela- 
tions (2.11)” for all n 2 2 (again with A, dp, 2 replaced by A i , Z’i , 9: ). 
This finishes the proof. 
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LEMMA 2.8. Let AI be an l-PCZD of A. Any A,-cascade sequence 
~Wnm_l is the reduced sequence of a uniquely determined A-cascade 
sequence { C, } ,“= 1. 
Proof. If {CL},“= I is the reduced sequence of { C,,}z= r, then the last 
one must be defined as follows. 
First, C, = B(A,), U, IBc = U(A,), U, 19, = I,,; thus &, c #I and 
U, : gc, + TI -+ .%I = gA, + 9, is a unitary operator. 
We now set C, = Cl _ 1 U,- , (n > 2), where 
u,:~~“++~,~~=(un~l~~~)~+~‘n 
and 
U,(d,+Z’“‘)= U,p, d,+Z(“), d,,E@.., l’“‘~zY,,. 
These definitions are consistent if they imply recurrently U,- ,5&-” c gc;-, 
(n k 2). 
One can easily show by induction that 
un-1 an=%m,’ %. c =%n 
and U, is unitary, As in the proof of Lemma 2.7, we can verify that 
{ C,}F= 1 is an A-cascade sequence. The proof is complete. 
Now we define a mapping from A-cascade sequences to chains of PCZDs 
of A. For a given A-cascade sequence {C”}F= ,, we shall define a chain 
{A,};=O of PCZDs of A by the recurrent formula 
A, 
where A, is the l-PCZD 
B(A,) = C1, and 
A,(A; {Cd%) 
(A; {Cn)Zc~)=A~> W2), 
of A (produced by Lemma 2.2) such that 
=A.-,@,; {C;):z,) (n > 21, (2.22); 
where {CL}:’ [ is the reduced sequence of {C, I,“= r. 
The consistency of this definition is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.7 
and of the fact that any (n - l)-PCZD of a l-PCZD of A is an n-PCZD of 
A. The fact that {A,} is a chain of PCZDs of A follows by an obvious 
inductive argument. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. The mapping 
iC,}~==,~A,(A;{C,},“=,)=s-nl~m~A,(A;{C,},”=,)P, (2.23) 
establishes a one-to-one correspondence between all the A-cascade sequences 
and CZD( A). 
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Moreover, A a = A,(A; (C,,}:= ,) is an isometry if and only if 
lim IID,, D,, , . ..Dc.. DAhll =0 (h E -8). n-cc 
(2.24) 
Proof Taking into account Lemma 2.2, 2.8, and (2.22), (n > l), an 
obvious inductive argument shows that the mapping 
establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the A-cascade sequences 
and the chains of PCZDs of A, and also that 
IID,D,-, . ..Dc. DANI = IIDaJll (h 6 *I, (2.25) 
where A,=A,(A; {Cn}~zl). 
Now, the first statement of the proposition follows at once from Proposi- 
tion 1.1. Concerning the second, we remark that 
IIDA,hll = lim IID, &-, -DC, DA4 for any h E S. “+a 
Thus (2.24) holds if and only if D,= 1 x = 0, that is A, I Jy is isometric. But 
A,V,= VlA, (AEA) implies A,/,,, is isometric for any f E 9, whence 
DAm I v/A‘ = 0. Since V,-E F V,Y? = X (see Sect. 1) it follows that D,_ = 0, 
i.e., A, is isometric and the proof is complete. 
3. LABELLINGS OF CID BY CHOICE SEQUENCES 
In the sequel, a sequence {r,,},“_ i of contractions is called an A-choice 
sequence if ri E B(gA, 9”) and for every n 3 2, Z, E B(S?r”_, , Q j.E ,, G8rEm [). 
(We keep the notation and the terminology from the preceding sections.) 
In this section we shall establish a natural connection between A-cascade 
sequences and A-choice sequences. Combining this result with Proposi- 
tion 2.9 we shall obtain that there exists a bijection between CID(A) and 
the set of all A-choice sequences. 
For our purpose we need Lemma 3.1 from [3]; let us recall it. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let I, B’, J& be some Hilbert spaces, g0 being a subspace of 
8, and let C,: g0 -+ &’ be a contraction. 
There exists a bijection between the set of all contractions C: 8 -+ 8’ such 
that C I 80 = Co, and the set of all contractions X: d 0 6Y0 + SC;, given by the 
formulas 
Cl.,,,=&& C=C,Q+D,X(Z-Q), where Q = P$,. (3.1) 
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Moreover, the following operators are unitary : 
Z: 9x+9c 0 DccF&b; ZDx=R&I,,,~ where R = Pzc o G 
(3.2) 
Z,:Z&+9p; Z, D,. DC8 = D,. (3.3) 
and 
W: %$-, + DC&TO; W&~=&I,. (3.4) 
Also we have Z9, = SSc 0 Waco. 
Now let us consider an A-cascade sequence { C,,}~= 1 (where .F-, F-‘, A 
are as in Sects. 1, 2). We denote 
Let us define the contractions Con: $, + 8; (n L 1) by 
co, = CA (3.6)1 
= c VK,-l(dj.+fj’p2’) (n>2), 
Le.4 
(3.6)” 
for every @ dj.E @ g+,and @ 1j.“-2’~ @ YR_,. 
i. E A i. E A iG/l i. E A 
According to (2.9), (2.1 1)1, and (2.14), we have C, : &Fn + 8: and 
C” 180” = con (n2 1). (3.7), 
Lemma 3.1 yields the contractions 
x, : G”, 0 && + L3$” such that 
CI,,,=&~Jm Cn = GnQn + D&W- Qnh (3.8)” 
where Q, = P$ and the following unitary operators: 
Z,, : gxn + %zn 0 D, g,,,, ; ZnD~,=R,Dcnl,c~e~~, (3.9Ll 
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where R, = P’)‘. e,aDc,lFb,,’ 
Z . =%; *n +g.. cl?> Zw 4; L& = 4.; (3.10),, 
W,, : gcon + D c, G,‘o,, , W,, D,,u,, = Den 16”“. (3.11 J,, 
Note also that , 
LEMMA 3.2. For any n>2, range W+, = Y, ,(@jAGn 9Hnnz), X, is a 
contraction from Z, ~ , axn I into @JA E n Vi Qccm,. 
Proof From (3.11), and (2.13), we have 
W, DcA 
i 
C DAZ’>.hj.+ C (V).-Tj.)h 
IEA i. t A 
A)= J’, (@//A.)> 
( 
@h~E@.X. 
i. s A 3. E A > 
By virtue of (3.11),, (3.6),, (2.13)+, we have for n>2, 
0 ien dj,E @j,E,, gnn3, @J,E,, lye3’ eAE,, Yn..3, from which the first 
statement follows at once. Concerning the second, taking into account 
(3.5),, (3.8),, (3.12)” we have 
while, by virtue of (3.6), we have in the matricial form 
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Taking into account the identification of (ol E ,, 9” _ *) 0 (@ji E n Yn _ 2) 
with @I E n (gn _ 2 @ Yn _ 2) it follows that 
whence 
0 0 . . . 
V;DC;_,V;* 0 ... 
0 . . . 
We can thus conclude that X,, E .%?(Z,- 1 9X”- 1, @ itn Vi &_ ,), and the 
proof is complete. 
In what follows we shall associate to any A-cascade sequence { Cn}rz, 
an A-choice sequence {m} ,“= , . 
LEMMA 3.3. The following formulas 
r, = WAX, 
u, = Laq > ‘,1= w~I~,i 
0 0 . . . 
I-,= 
Uf,_,Zfn-lV;* 0 ..’ 
0 . . 
r v;z*n-lU*n-l 0 0 . 
u,, = 
0 w*n-lU*n--l 0 . 
0 .o . . . 
L i 
for n 2 2, define an A-choice sequence {m},“_ 1 and the unitary operators 
u,:9~n-t~,“, U*,:9Q~+9,, (n> 1). (3.16), 
Proof: Since W, E LB(~C~ , 9’) is unitary (see Lemma 2.1) we have 
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D,-, = D,, , W, DXi = D,; W, . Hence, the operators defined by (3.16), and 
(3.15), are unitary and r, EB(%?~, .OAA). 
Proceeding by recurrence, we assume that I/,, , , U,, , are unitary. By 
virtue of Lemma 3.2 and (3.16), , we infer that f, l B(f%l,, ,, 
@ j,t n grzml) is a contraction. 
From this we obtain 
and 
where 
v;z*n- I u,n- I 
[ i 
0 0 . . . 
8,,= 
0 v;z*,,-, U*n-, 0 ... 
0 0 . . . 
I 
whence 
Z,-,u,~,D,=D,Z,-,u,~, and 8,, D,; = D,; o,,. 
Hence we deduce that (3.15), defines the unitary operators (3.16), and that 
{r,,};=, is an A-choice sequence. This finishes the proof. 
Let us remark that the operators r,,, U,, U,, (n 3 1) from the preceding 
lemma depend only on CC,}; =, (and of course on A, Y-, F-‘, V, V’). 
We shall denote them (when it is the case) by r,, = r,( fCkfz = ,), 
u,= u,({ckJ;=,) u*,= u*,wkl;=,). 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let F, Y’, A E j(F-‘, F) be fixed. Then the mapping 
wz, --$ ~~md~=,x, 
is a bijection between all the A-cascade sequences and all the A-choice 
sequences. 
ProoJ We proceed by induction. 
Let (m>,“_ 1 be any A-choice sequence. Since rl E a(gA, gA) is a 
contraction it follows that X, = W,*T, E g’(aA, gc;) is a contraction. By 
Lemma 3.1 there exists a contraction C, E %7(gA + 2, 9’) uniquely deter- 
mined by CA and X1. Also we have the unitary operators 
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Now Let us assume that there exists a unique string { C,)i= I which 
satisfies (2.9), (2.10), (2.11), (k= 1,2, . . . . n) and such that r,=r, 
(Cl, C2, . . . . C,), k = 1, 2, . . . . it. 
According to Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 the operators 
X,:6 0 Gb,+Q”; z, : q -+ & 0 Gb, 
z,,: 9q + T?&;; u,: Jar, + !a& 
u,, : 5q.t -+ 9x; 
are also uniquely determined, X, is a contraction while the 
unitary. Setting 
vz,, u*n 
[ i 
0 0 . . . 
X 
0 v;z,,u,, 0 ... 
n+1= 0 0 . . . 1 r “,lU,*Z,* 
others are 
(3.17)“,1 
we obtain a contraction from gR 0 6&b, to BIE,, ViLSc, (see (3.5),, (3.6),, 
(3.13)“). 
By Lemma 3.1 there exists a contraction C,: 8n + EL uniquely 
determined by C,,, I and X, + r. Now it is easy to see that ( Ck}ti_ i 
satisfies (2.9), (2.10), (2.11), (k= 1,2, . . . . n+ 1). Obviously r,,+,= 
rn+lG C2, . . . . C,+J and Cn+l is necessarily determined by CO,,+ I and 
X n+ I (from Lemma 3.1), where X,, i is given by (3.17),+ i. Thus the 
considered mapping is a bijection and the proof is complete. 
4. LABELLINGS OF CID BY CONTRACTIVE MULTI-ANALYTIC OPERATORS 
The main result of this section is the following: 
THEOREM 4.1. There exists a one-to-one correspondence between CID(A) 
and all contractive multi-analytic operators from l*(R;, L%~) to l*(P”, WA). 
As a corollary of this theorem, let us remark that there exists a unique 
CID of A if and only if .@A = (0) or 5rPA = {0}, i.e., if at least one of the 
factorizations 
A 0 
[T;, T;, .,,I 
[ I 
A and ACT,, T2, . ..I 
0 . . . 
is regular (see [ 11, Chap. VII, Sect. 3]), 
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Let B and 6’ be two Hilbert spaces and O,, 0,. the corresponding null 
operators. Throughout this section & stands for Y = {T,} j,En, where 
Ti. = 0, for any 3. E A. 
As the minimal isometric dilation of F& we choose the /l-orthogonal 
shift Y = (Sj,}iGn on f2(5, &). The notation FOR , Y’ is now clear. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let f,: 6 + 6’ be an arbitrary fixed contraction. There 
exists a one-to-one correspondence between all contractive multi-analytic 
operators r: 12(F, 8) + f2(F, 8’) with P,.rl e = r, and all r,-choice 
sequences (r, is considered as being in j(9&, &)). 
Proof: Since any CID of r, is a contration intertwining Y and Y’ there 
exists a multi-analytic operator r: 12(F, Q) + l’(p-, &‘) which satisfies the 
condition P,,TI, = r,. The converse fact is also obvious. According to 
Proposition 2.9 and 3.4 the result follows. 
Remark 4.3. If the contraction r,: & -+ &’ is considered as belonging to 
>(FO-,,., Fo8) then 
9--o= Q Snb JJffro = %I (4.1) 
atn 
LEMMA 4.4. The operator Q(T,,) : Q i.E ,, Qrz + .!Bro given by 
= @ (-r,*d;)O (4.3) 
i E A 
is unitary. 
Proof: Taking into account (4.2) and that D,r,* = r,* DrJ it is 
easy to see that Q(T,) is an isometric operator. If @ j.Ed dA 0 
(@kA siei.)E@o 
0 
and setting di = D,; e>. - r,, dj. (2 E A), we infer 
j.EA d;E @9,-c and 
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which finishes the proof. 
Now, let Y-, Y’, A E $(S’, r) be as in the preceding sections. For an 
A-choice sequence (m},“_ 1 we set 
Yl = Y,(Tl) = Q,(r*) r*> where Q,(r,) = Q(r,) (4.4), 
Yn = Yn(rI 1 r2, .**9 r?J = QtK, 1 rn + 1 (n 3 2h (4.4)” 
where Q,(r,)= Olsn Q,- r(I’,) is a unitary operator on the correspond- 
ing spaces. 
Since for every n > 2, 9,-: c oi. 8 ,, 9$.:-, definition (4.4), makes sense. 
LEMMA 4.5. The mapping 
VnL -+ tr,> hx~ 1) (4.5) 
is a bijection between all A-choice sequences and all pairs formed by a 
contraction r: 2A -+ 9fA (considered as being in j(&, &*,)) and a 
r-choice sequence. 
Proof: Let (m},“_ r be an A-choice sequence and let {y,} be the 
sequence yielded by (4.4), (n >, 1). 
According to Lemma 4.4 we have 
D.h=D,+, (n>, 1) (4.6), 
and by (4.1) ~,:93~,+9’~. 
Also it is easy to see that 
4; Q,(T, ) =. sz,(r,) Dr;+, (n 2 1). (4.7 ), 
Now (4.6), and (4.7), imply 
%=~~?l+,’ q = n,(r,) s:+, . (4.8 ), 
Consequently, for every n $1, yn+ 1 is a contraction from gY,. to 
@ j.E ,, &Q. Therefore {y,};= , is a r,-choice sequence. 
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Now let (I’, , {rll},:= I) be a pair formed by a contraction I71 : :H,., + .#.” 
(considered as being in Ci(YOJ,, Y<,#~) and a r,-choice sequence {Y,~},:= , 
It is easy to see that the A-choice sequence if,, ),:=, given by the formula 
r n+ I = Q,(r, )*Yn (n> 1) 
is the only one which is mapped by (4.5) onto our given pair. This 
concludes the proof. 
Let us remark that Lemmas 4.2 and 4.5 prove the main result of this 
section, Theorem 4.1. 
Nore added in proof: This paper is part of the author’s Ph.D. thesis, written at Texas 
A&M University under the direction of Professor Carl Pearcy. 
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